
Provide information that will allow us to place the sighting on a map, for example a street address (even just a 
street name), name of a bush patch/reserve, GPS coordinates. Sightings are added to naturewatch.org.nzʼs online 
database, which includes GPS coordinates, but not street addresses, of sightings. If you would prefer that we mask 
the location of your sighting in the online database (or add it to the “offl ine” database only), please let us know.

LOCATION:

TŪĪ - HOW YOU CAN HELP

Number of different individuals seen; if you think you may be seeing the same individual multiple times, it may be 
easier to count this as one individual and provide a time range that the bird was in the area. If you can identify a 
tūī based on its bands (see below), you can record its name in addition to or instead of recording the number of 
birds seen. A list of current banded tūī is available on our website. 

NUMBER SEEN/NAME OF BIRD: 

Most common activities will be things like fl ying, singing, perching, preening 
or feeding. If you see tūī feeding, please note, if possible, what they are 
eating (i.e. plant species theyʼre feeding on, visiting a sugar-water feeder, 
catching insects). You may also see tūī bathing, drinking or chasing one 
another, or hear them alarm calling.

TŪĪ  ACTIVIT Y:

Please report the date of the sighting, and the time of day if possible. If a tūī is seen repeatedly during the day, you 
may want to provide a time range rather than reporting lots of separate sightings.

DATE AND TIME:

Report any leg bands you can see, even if you are unable to read the entire 
combination. It is also very helpful to know if you get a good look at a bird and 
defi nitely DONʼT see any leg bands (there are now many unbanded birds in the 
population). Bands are recorded from (the birdʼs) left to right, top to bottom. 
Even if you canʼt see whether a bird is banded, your sightings are valuable!

All birds have one metal band and most have two colour bands (some have 
lost one or more of their colour bands). Colours are Blue, Green, White, Red, 
Orange and Yellow.

LEG BANDS:
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Questions? 
Contact Laura Molles at Lincoln University 
Laura.Molles@lincoln.ac.nz | 03 423 0749

REPORT SIGHTINGS TO: 
WEB: www.naturewatch.org.nz/projects/banks-peninsula-tui-restoration
EMAIL: tui@bpct.org.nz | TEXT: 027 949 5886

Left: Yellow. Right: Red, Metal

Left: Red. Right: White, Metal


